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Dason and colleagues from Dublin, Ireland have 
added an interesting series to the canon of nephrec-
tomy outcomes, and have further validated and 

solidified the prognostic implications of stage, grade and 
histology in renal cell carcinoma (RCC).1 Newer series such 
as this one have renewed value in that they may provide a 
window into RCC outcomes in an era when the peculiarities 
of the small renal mass (SRM) have gained prominence.2

The increasing incidence of RCC, attributed in large part to 
increased abdominal imaging, has typically accompanied 
a downward stage migration, with smaller incident masses 
and the expectation of lower stage and grade. Surgical series 
of SRM pathology have confirmed that a decreasing size of 
tumour is associated with increased benign diagnosis, and 
lower markers of aggressiveness.3 These expectations are not 
met here, as the increasing surgical volume is accompanied 
by unchanged tumour size and stage, while grade decreased 
as might be expected. This finding stirs the mind into seeking 
a biological rationale to explain it, and indeed the authors 
concede that reasons are not particularly obvious. 

The tertiary care environment may play a role here, as 
referral patterns might distill more challenging cases toward 
these centres, while smaller or more favourable masses are 
handled outside. The preponderance of SRMs has also par-
alleled the introduction of thermal ablation techniques, 
active surveillance and watchful waiting due to competing 
risks, so smaller or more indolent-behaving masses may be 
more likely to escape excision. This series is also somewhat 
remarkable for a lower partial nephrectomy (PN) rate than 
prior published series. The use of PN did increase from 3.8% 
to 14.8% from the earliest to the most recent cohort, but 

this remains lower than the 25% to 32% PN rates in recent 
population-based series.4,5 Furthermore, academic centres 
were found to use PN twice as often as non-academic cen-
tres in the analysis by Patel and colleagues.5

Small but real increases in the proportion of pT1 tumours 
(24.8%-34%) and chromophobe RCC (2.9%-7.8%) might 
slightly erode the mean grade of more recent nephrecto-
my specimens, as all 507 tumours were assigned a grade. 
Fuhrman grading itself is of interest, as interobserver reliabil-
ity has not been high in published series, with kappa values 
ranging from 0.19 to 0.44 (fair to moderate agreement).6-8

The level of overlap or disparity between pathologists would 
be expected to have some impact, as the authors note.

In any case, the impact of stage, grade and histology 
on prognosis seems unimpeachable. The CUA currently 
recommends a stage-based follow-up protocol after partial 
or radical nephrectomy.9 Series such as these that cement 
the impact of more granular histopathologic elements may 
come to be endorsed in future guidelines, as are currently 
employed in the predictive models of Memorial Sloan-
Kettering, UCLA and the Mayo Clinic highlighted here. At 
the very least, these elements should be in mind during 
our post-nephrectomy patient encounters as offering some 
guidance and counsel.
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